Initial Pool Vacuuming
Using our Equipment
The initial vacuuming is the toughest of the year. Accumulated sediment can clog your filter which
then requires frequent backwashing or in some cases removing and cleaning of the filter elements.
We suggest you have us vacuum this debris out at opening.
If the water is clear at opening the initial vac using our equipment will be very effective.
If there is a lot of suspended debris and/or algae when we open the pool then it is likely that at least
two vacuumings will be needed to clean the pool. Once the water has cleared we can return and
vacuum the remaining debris from the pool, at an additional charge.
It could take a day to two weeks for some water to clear. You can speed up the clearing process by
maintaining a high chlorine level and backwashing the filter as needed.
The cost for this service is $65.00 up to an hour. Additional visits at an additional charge. Only on
pools we open.

Heater Cleaning and Evaluation
To help avoid problems during swimming season, we suggest you have us clean and evaluate your
heater when we open your pool.
This service consists of the following:
• Cleaning of the burner tray, checking for clogged gas orifices, and tray integrity.
• Checking the millivolt output of the pilot generator and the voltage drop between the
heater’s safety controls, where applicable.
• Removing the heater top and cleaning debris from the top of the heat exchanger. If there is
evidence of firebrick deterioration or sooting we will remove the heat exchanger and further
inspect the heater.
• If everything is satisfactory we will start the heater.
If our inspection indicates further service or parts are required to safely run the heater, we will provide
an estimate for the additional repairs. The Heater Pilot will not be lit.
The cost for this service is $95.00. Any parts or additional labor will be at an additional charge.

Our goal is to help you enjoy your pool more.

